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New Marina Slip Assignment Guidelines
The purpose of these guidelines is to provide for the fair assignment of Dana Point Harbor (“Harbor”) slips through the redevelopment of the marinas; and provide assurance to all boaters assigned to Harbor slips as of June 15, 2007, that that
they will be offered slips according to these policies upon completion of the Harbor redevelopment. Notwithstanding these
guidelines, slip tenants shall remain subject to the terms and conditions of their individual license agreements or maritime
wharfage agreements.
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Existing slip tenants, who signed a boat slip License
Agreement or Maritime Wharfage Agreement prior
to June 15, 2007, will be provided the opportunity to
request a general slip location in the new Harbor layout for the same size slip that they occupied prior to
construction. Once construction is completed, slip
assignments will be made based upon their length
of stay / tenancy.
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If there is an insufficient amount of a particular size
slip to accommodate all current tenants after construction, the tenant will be assigned a larger slip
temporarily at their original slip rent for a term not to
exceed two (2) years. As an appropriate size slip becomes available the tenant will be relocated ahead
of wait list applicants.
If a particular size slip is no longer available in the
new layout (e.g., odd sizes), the tenant will be assigned a slip appropriate to the length of the vessel
ahead of wait list applicants.
It may be necessary to assign East basin tenants
to West basin slips and vice versa. In these cases
the tenant will be given the option to permanently
relocate or return to their original basin when slips
become available.
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For existing tenants who are “oversized” (according
to marina policy for the specific basin) the Harbor
reserves the right to assign the tenant to a slip appropriate to the actual Length Over All (“LOA”) of the
vessel; ahead of wait list applicants.

If there is no Harbor slip immediately available for an
existing tenant:
A) Tenant may be assigned a slip at the temporary
dock(s) until a slip becomes available, OR
B) Tenant may be assigned a slip at the Guest
Dock until a slip becomes available, OR
Tenant will be returned to the TOP of the appropriate
marina wait list using his/her original wait list
application date. Tenant will be assigned a larger slip
temporarily at the rate for their former size slip for a
term not to exceed 2 years. As an appropriate size
slip becomes available the tenant will be relocated
ahead of wait list applicants.

Waitlist applicants may be offered a temporary slip
if/when one becomes available after June 15, 2007.
Acceptance or non-acceptance of this temporary
slip will not impact the applicant’s position on the
waitlist.
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Since the number of slips under thirty feet (30’) will
be reduced in the new Harbor design, a Tenant occupying a slip under thirty feet (30’) MAY request a
one-time “upgrade” slip assignment to a thirty foot
(30’) ahead of wait list applicants. This request must
be made within 90 days of being assigned a slip.
Once precise information on construction phasing is
developed, existing tenants will be offered the opportunity to request a period of non-tenancy from the
Harbor for up to 90-days during construction, if they
choose, rather than being temporarily relocated to
another location during construction. In the event
that the tenant chooses to vacate the Harbor for a
period of time, slip fees will not be charged for the
period of non-tenancy.

